
Little Bedwyn Playing Field Wall 

Our Playing Field belongs to the whole village.   It has been run by Little Bedwyn Playing 

Field Trust since 1987 when Church Meadow, adjacent to our ancient Church was 

bought by the village for the benefit of us all as a community playing field.  The Trust is 

responsible for the upkeep of the river and organises grass cutting and general 

maintenance of the field and wood beyond the Church. As we have no village hall, it has 

become the essential meeting place for most village functions and outdoor leisure 

activities.   

On the south side there was an old wall, which provided a safe boundary between the 

playing field and the main road through the village. This wall was believed to be about 200 

years old and was a most pleasing feature in the centre of the village. We knew that it was in 

need of repair, but had not realised just how serious it was until a large section of the 

wall suddenly collapsed on 24th January 2012.  It was witnessed by Dick and Jane Daniel 

who were walking in the field at the time and came as a great shock to everyone. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The wall in January 2012 

We made the wall as safe as possible and then had to wait until we were assured that it 

was not listed.  We discovered that, although the wall was not listed, it was a ‘significant 

unlisted’ wall and being in a conservation area, this means we were required by 

Wiltshire Council to restore the wall using traditional methods and using as many of the 

original bricks as possible. 



Village working parties started cleaning the bricks by chipping away the old mortar and 

we were advised to demolish the rest of the wall as it was considered unsafe.   This was 

a laborious process, but fortunately we had excellent help on many occasions from the 

Probation Service Community Payback team.  Once the bricks were cleaned we stored 

them for security in a 20ft container, which we hired along with skips for the broken 

bricks and debris. 

     

We knew that the rebuild would need to be done by a professional builder who 

understood  traditional wall building,  we realised this would be expensive and in addition we 

would need to replace a considerable number of bricks with purchased reclaimed bricks, 

from a specialised supplier, as many of the originals have just crumbled.  

So we started fund raising...   

Our fund raising went well, starting with a brick chart at our Jubilee lunch last year.  We 

have received grants and donations ranging from £1 to £4000, these include a matched 

funding grant of £4000 from Pewsey Community Area Board; a £3000 funding boost 

from the Hills Group Limited, this money has been made available through the landfill 

Communities Fund which is administered for Hills by Community First, the Rural 

Community Council for Wiltshire. We have had contributions from Wiltshire Council, 

who also gave us some useful advice and donations from the Samuel William Farmer 

Trust and local residents and organisations.  

The name of every contributor has been buried in a capsule in the foundation of the 

wall; do you remember the parchment sheet you signed in the rain at the Street Market 

last year? 



 Preparation for the professional rebuild of the wall was completed in April and the 

rebuild started on May 13th , we had hoped that it would have been completed by the 

Street Market, but unfortunately not quite, however it was much admired and was 

finally finished on June 19th.  Our builders have done an excellent job. 

 

The rebuilt wall 

All that remains to be done now is the final tidying up around the site and we will be 

ready to celebrate.  

 

 

Article written by Gloria Lucas, Little Bedwyn Playing Field Trust 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 


